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Fruit Of The loom is one of the biggest names in plain cheap t-shirts and has been around since
1851 in Kentucky USA. They offer a huge range of t-shirts aimed at the t-shirt printing market for all
types of use such as everything from work wear, school wear all the way through to hen and stag
parties and have a huge range of different products, colors and sizes for adults and children.

All the t-shirts are making from ring-spun cotton to give you the up most comfort and quality of
stitching for the best finish possible.

When anybody talks about plain t-shirts or t-shirt printing for any occasion then the first name
mentioned is always Fruit Of The Loom as they are the most recognized brand of t-shirt in its field.

When talking about Polo Shirts there is only one name and that's Hanes.

They are a US brand and are currently the biggest buyer of cotton in the world. There polo shirts are
of the finest quality and are amazing for fashion and all aspects of printing too.

They are famous for their Hanes Beefy polo shirts which are simply stunning and boast a color
range of 21 different colors. One of the main features is the quality, if you put them up to any of the
top fashion polo shirts such as lactose they hold their own as you simply can tell the difference, why
is this ? There is no difference they are all made from 100% ring-spun cotton to offer the best quality
possible this is why the Hanes Beefy Polo Shirt is recognized worldwide by all polo shirt printers.

One of the biggest names in Work wear has to be Dickies, there range is huge and offers the best
quality possible and above all value for money too.

They were formed in Texas USA in 1918 where they began making overalls for the work wear
industry and are now knows and regarded as one of the biggest work wear brands in the world and
are worn in all industries from building sites to farm to plumbers and electrician, they really do have
work wear for all.

Some of their biggest selling items range from t-shirts, sleeve less polo shirts, long sleeve polo
shirts and polo shirts though to work wear trousers overalls and health and safety wear, there range
is so vast is spans to over 5000 products.
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Leon Andall - About Author:
Leon Andall is an experienced official content writer and publisher for eclipse clothing. He writes
various articles on useful tips on buying a long sleeve polo shirts  and other clothingâ€™s. Eclipse
clothing is one of the leading company provides various types of a polo shirts and t-shirts with
affordable price.
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